Let g ≥ 2 and let the Torelli map denote the map sending a genus g curve to its principally polarized Jacobian. We verify the well known fact that the map induced on tangent spaces by the Torelli map is dual to the multiplication map Sym 2 H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C ).
INTRODUCTION
Let M g denote the moduli stack of curves of genus g, and let A g denote the moduli stack of principally polarized abelian varieties of genus g. Throughout, we assume g ≥ 2 and work over a fixed algebraically closed field k. Let M g τ g − → A g denote the Torelli map sending a curve to its principally polarized Jacobian. Let [C] ∈ M g and let J denote the principally polarized Jacobian of C. The main question we would like to address is the following:
A g , the map induced on tangent spaces by the Torelli map, dual to the natural multiplication map Sym 2 H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C )? This is answered in Theorem 4.3. The content of this note is well known to the experts. The answer to this question has essentially already appeared in [OS79, Theorem 2.6]. However, some details which were labeled as obvious in the proof of [OS79, Theorem 2.6] took us some time to verify. Specifically, Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 4.3 are stated without justification in [OS79, Theorem 2.6] . For this reason, we decided to write this explanation.
An analytic proof (over C) is also given in [Gri67, Lemma 3]. We originally learned this statement from [VA.].
1.1. Notation and Overview. Let C be a smooth proper connected curve over an algebraically closed field k and let J := Pic 0 C/k denote its Jacobian. For any x ∈ C(k), we have an Abel-Jacobi map
which is a closed immersion. We therefore obtain an induced map T C → j * x T J , where T X the tangent sheaf of X. Hence, we obtain a map
The plan for the remainder of this note is as follows: First, we relate dj x to the map induced on tangent spaces by the Torelli map T [C] M g → T [J] A g in Lemma 2.1. Then, in §3, we recall relevant identifications of the Torelli map on tangent spaces to essentially answer Question 1.1 modulo a description of dj x as dual to a certain multiplication map of sections. This description is proven in Theorem 4.3.
1.2. Acknowledgements. Many thanks to Bogdan Zavyalov for listening carefully to the arguments in this note.
IDENTIFYING THE MAP ON TANGENT SPACE WITH dj x
Note that there are natural Kodaira Spencer maps
which sends a deformation to its corresponding cohomology class. (The Kodaira Spencer map is explicitly described in terms of a certain boundary map in cohomology, see for example [OS79, p. 168 ].) From these, we obtain a diagram (2.1)
It is stated in [OS79, p. 169] that (2.1) commutes. . Then, the Abel-Jacobi map j x : C → J lifts to a map j x : C → J which is again a closed immersion.
We would like to show that [C ] and [J ] map to the same element of H 1 (C, j * x T J ). We now verify this by working with explicit cocycles. To this end, choose a cover U i for J and let V i := j −1 x (U i ), so that we obtain a resulting cover V i for C. Let U ij := U i ∩ U j and V ij :
. Under the correspondence between sections of the tangent sheaf, derivations, and automorphisms of U ij × D restricting to the identity on the closed fiber, u ij corresponds to an automorphism (1
a fiber square. It suffices to show that the image of u ij under f :
. We can restrict both these maps to any given point y ∈ C. Letting h y : T y (C) → T j x (y) (J) denote the restriction of h to y, it suffices to check h y (v ij | y ) = u ij | j x (y) , where both are considered as elements of the g-dimensional vector space T j x (y) (J). This is now a concrete calculation over the an infinitesimal neighborhood of the single point y.
Applying the functor Hom D (D, •) to (2.2) and viewing the outputs as k[ε]/(ε 2 ) modules, we obtain the following commutative diagram
. This identification follows from the correspondence between derivations and automorphisms over the dual numbers restricting to the identity on the special fiber.
Let ω 1 , . . . , ω g be a basis for T J | e . By functoriality of the pairing between the tangent space and cotangent space applied to j x : C → J, we see that for v ∈ T y (C) and
In what follows, we use ω| y (v) as shorthand for v, j * (ω) T y (C) . Via the compatibility of tangent space pairings mentioned above, we find the map h ′ y is given by sending
Therefore, if the map ψ ij | y is given by ×(1 + εa), we see that commutativity of (2.3) forces φ ij | y to be given by ×(1 + εω 1 | y (a)), . . . , ×(1 + εω g | y (a)) . This tells us that u ij | j x (y) is given by
IDENTIFYING THE TANGENT SPACE TO A g
In this subsection, we explain some relevant background from [OS79] in order to identify the tangent spaces of A g and M g . Before continuing, let us make explicit our notational conventions for symmetric powers of vector spaces.
In this subsection, we explain how to identify the map
. This map turns out to be the multiplication map, and in order to check this, (essentially using [OS79, Theorem 2.6]) we explain why it suffices to show dj x is dual to the multipli-
. Having justified commutativity of (2.1), recall that the tangent space to M g at C is identified with H 1 (C, T C ). Recall that the principal polarization induces an isomorphism J ≃ J, where J denotes the dual abelian variety, and hence an isomorphism on tangent spaces H 1 (J, O J ) ≃ H 0 (J, T J ). Using this isomorphism, the tangent space to A g at J is identified with
This identification is implicit in the proof of [OS79, Theorem 2.6], but also see [Ser06, Theorem 3.3.11(iii)] for much of the relevant deformation theory.
Under the above identifications, we saw T
This in turn can be identified with a map
These identifications are given by
via pullback and Serre duality, and
via the tangent space pairing, pullback and the isomorphism Ω 1 C ≃ ω C . Corollary 3.2. Under the above identifications, in order to identify the map on tangent spaces T [C] M g → T C A g as dual to the natural multiplication map on differentials Sym 2 H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C ), it suffices to identify the map dj x as dual to the multiplication map H 0 (C, ω C ) ⊗ H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C ). Proof. Under the above identifications, it is shown in [OS79, Theorem 2.6] that the map
. Hence, using Lemma 2.1, in order to identify the map on tangent spaces T [C] M g → T C A g as dual to the natural map Sym 2 H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C ) it suffices to identify the map dj x as dual to the map
, as we will do below in Theorem 4.3.
IDENTIFYING THE DUAL OF dj x
The goal for the remainder of this note is to identify the Serre dual of dj x as a natural multiplication map. By Serre duality, we have a natural identification
Remark 4.1. Note in the above, we are using Ω 1 C to denote the sheaf of differentials and ω C to denote the dualizing sheaf. Of course, they are isomorphic, but we believe it will help clarify things later to call them by different names.
Further, we have a duality inducing an isomorphism
given by the pairing (4.1)
via the natural pairing between the tangent space to J, identified with H 1 (C, O C ), and the cotangent space to J, identified with H 0 (C, Ω 1 C ) ≃ H 0 (J, Ω 1 J ). Finally, the map f 4 is given by Serre duality. Remark 4.2. We note that the composition
. The main result of this note is the following: Theorem 4.3. Using the notation and identifications above, the map dj x of (1.1) is dual to the multiplication map µ :
Further, under the identification of (2.1), dj x determines the the map T [C] M g → T [J] A g which can be identified as dual to the multiplication map Sym 2 H 0 (C, ω C ) → H 0 (C, ω ⊗2 C ), via the identifications of §3. Proof. By Corollary 3.2, using Lemma 2.1 and [OS79, Theorem 2.6], it suffices to identify dj x as dual to µ. As mentioned before, [OS79, Theorem 2.6] does state that dj x is dual to µ, though in the proof it is stated that this is "obvious from the preceding arguments" and we did not understand why at first, so we explain this for the remainder of the proof.
Under the pairings given above, we need to verify that
Equivalently, we wish to show (4.2)
where the bottom map is the composition of (4.1) and the right vertical map is the Serre duality pairing. Note that the above diagram fits into a larger diagram (4.3)
the natural multiplication map and f i the maps from (4.1). We want to show this diagram commutes.
Observe that the upper right hand triangle of (4.3) commutes by associativity of the tensor product and cup product: The two maps H 1 (C, T C ) ⊗ H 0 (C, Ω 1 C ) ⊗ H 0 (C, ω C ) → k via passing in different ways around the upper right hand triangle are given by collapsing the three terms of the source in different orders, and then applying the trace map from Serre duality. Further, the bottom triangle of (4.3) commutes by construction.
Therefore, it suffices to show commutativity of the left hand triangle of (4.3). Since, all maps in the left hand triangle of (4.3) are the identity on H 0 (C, ω C ), it is in turn equivalent to show commutativity of (4.4)
To show commutativity of (4.4), we note that it is in fact the induced diagram obtained by taking the first cohomology of the following diagram of sheaves on C:
(4.5) Since C is reduced, to check these two maps of sheaves T C ⊗ O C H 0 (C, Ω 1 C ) → O C agree, we can check they agree over each point y ∈ C.
We now finish the proof by checking commutativity of (4.5) over y ∈ C. Let v ∈ T y (C) := T C | y and let ω ∈ H 1 (J, T J ). Under the map δj x : T C → j * x T J , an element v ∈ T y (C) is sent to δj x (v), which can be viewed as the functional ω → dj x (v), ω| j x (y) . Therefore, (m 2 • m 1 • (δj x ⊗ id))(v ⊗ j * x (ω)) = δj x (v), ω| j x (y) . On the other hand, n 2 • n 1 (v ⊗ j * x (ω)) = v, j * x (ω)| y . Commutativity of the diagram then follows because v, j * x (ω)| y T y (C) = δj x (v), ω| j x (y) T j x (y) (J) as the pairing between the tangent and cotangent spaces is functorial along the map C → J.
